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Abstract
The research within this document will be used to design game levels which predominantly
use height as a major factor within a First-Person Shooter (FPS). To accomplish this attack
and defend tactics from real life situations will be looked at from multiple periods in time
and locations in the world. Using this research designs for levels or areas within levels will
be created and then implemented into a level using the Source games engine.
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Introduction
Today a great number of First-Person Shooter (FPS) games are set within real and
believable worlds. This often means players really feel they're fighting a real battle in a real
location. Though these levels usually lack much use of a major factor in many battles from
the past; height. Height within any battle can give an advantage or disadvantage to an
incoming attack or defence.
Within this dissertation research will be carried out into how wars were fought
throughout the ages, from the siege warfare tactics used around the middle ages to the
modern day tactics employed by soldiers fighting in the Middle East today. Tactics
throughout the ages have changed as new defence strategies have been developed, so have
new attack strategies been developed to combat these new defence strategies.
As well as infantry tactics advances in building designs will be broken down to
fully understand why they were made and what their advantages and disadvantages are in
battle.
Taking the tactics researched a level design will be created which will attempt to
create a balanced level for players to fight within. This means no player that is above
someone should always have an advantage over a player that is below them, and vice a
versa.
From those designs a level will be created using the Source game engine. This level
will then be played in Team Fortress 2 by a group of people with an even number of people
on each team to ensure the map is balanced.
A number of games will be researched to indicate any uses of height within them. If
there are any useful designs or ideas they will be mentioned and discussed, if they are
deemed suitable for the level being created they will be taken further, broken down and
rebuilt with the project in mind.
For the purposes of this study the focus of the research will be with infantry
attacking or defending a building of some sort, as the level designs with the help of this
research will be within an enclosed space or area, rather than an open battlefield.
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Research
The Evolution of Battlefield Defence and Attack Strategies
Warfare has changed gradually over the centuries, beginning with barbaric raids
with little use of tactics at all, to the modern warfare soldiers experience today with every
move being a tactical decision. The research from here on in will understand why changes
were made to battle and how advances in infantry tactics and building designs affected
war.

Early Warfare - The Celts
A very early example of warfare including buildings would be the Celts and their
hill forts and brochs. They used natural defences that hills gave to their advantage, such as
the hill fort of Dinorben, Wales. The fort was surrounded by a simple stone wall on top of
a wooden frame. The fort was then upgraded to have wider and stronger walls with a deep
ditch placed in front of it to slow attackers.
Finally the wall was upgraded further with multiple ditches and shaped so any
attackers would have to show vulnerable sides to the flanking guard houses making them
easy targets for spears. (Konstam, The Forts of Celtic Britain, 10 September 2006) 1 These
changes took place over around 400 years and must have been developed from what the
Celts learnt fighting against their previous enemies.
What the Celts were trying to do was slow their enemy over a distance to give
themselves a chance to kill as many of them as they could before they got to the wall. Once
at the wall, the enemy had spears thrown at them until they were within hand-to-hand
range.

Figure 1.1 - Hill-fort defences. (Bull P. )2

1
2

Angus Konstam
Illustration by Peter Bull
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This kind of tactic where the defenders had the advantage over the attackers has
been employed by armies for centuries and is still used today. Ditches are used to make the
attackers advance as difficult as possible whilst giving the defenders as much time as
possible to prepare for the incoming attack or to retaliate with ranged weapons.
Further advances the Celts developed were gates which funnelled attackers through
chokepoints so they were amassed together and easier to attack. These Chokepoints were
surrounded by raised areas, called sentry platforms, for defenders to attack from.
A great example of one such gateway was used at Maiden Castle in England, which
in AD 43 was attacked by a Roman legion who then occupied it. Maiden Castle was also
surrounded by ditches designed to expose any attackers for the defenders to attack with
ranged weapons.1
Chokepoints have also been used in many battles, allowing defenders to
concentrate all of their energy at one single point of attack, rather than multiple directions.

Figure 1.2 - Eastern gateway at Maiden Castle (Bull P. )2

The Greeks
Different strategies were employed in different locations, for example the Greeks at
around 300BC. The Greeks had used walls for at least 150 years or so before the walls at
Athens were completely rebuilt in stone to improve their strength. But at around 300BC
they developed a gate which would also give them an advantage, this time though the
advantage was when the gate was breached by the enemy.
They developed a system similar to the gates at Maiden Castle, using two smaller
gates, rather than one big gate to funnel the enemy through, much like the Celts. On the
other side, however, the enemy would not be inside of the city, they'd be inside of a
smaller enclosed area.
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Here the enemy would be surrounded by three walls and towers on each corner.
They would be surrounded by walls with only one way forward into the city. There would
probably be waiting a defending force to attack any enemy that managed to get out of this
area. (Fields, 11 Jan 2006)3
This kind of gate is known as a Dipylon Gate and would have been a very effective
last line of defence for the city should the gates have been breached.

Figure 1.3 - Dipylon Gates (Delf)4
Figure 1.4 shows how these gates would have worked against an attacking force.

Figure 1.4 - Example of how a gate breach may look
3
4

Nic Fields
Illustration by Brian Delf
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Figure 1.4 shows a gate breach would concentrate the enemy into the small space
behind the gate making them easy targets for defenders with ranged weapons. Meanwhile
the defending units on the ground with hand-to-hand weapons could easily pick off any
that attempt to make a break for the city.
This kind of situation would give the defenders a great advantage as the enemy
would be lined up or tightly packed within the area, allowing the defenders to use enfilade
fire to their advantage. (Fields, 11 Jan 2006)3 (Webley, 2010)5 Enfilade is when an enemy
is lined up in such a way that ranged fire is greatly in their advantage.
For example, any archers firing from the towers would not need to adjust their aim
much from the previous shot; slightly raising their bow would mean the arrow would go
slightly further from their previous arrow. Due to the enemy being in such a tight space,
chances are there would be another enemy to hit slightly further along.
Another example of Enfilade fire would be an attacking machine gunner from
World War I firing down the length of a trench, the gunner would not need to adjust his
aim left or right. Slight adjustments to the height of the gun would mean bullets would
travel shorter or larger distances down the trench, hitting multiple enemies with minimal
adjustments needed by the gunner.
To try and combat the use of walls the Greeks developed a way get troops to the
top of a wall by way of a siege-mound. A siege-mound is a large structure erected on the
battlefield right in front of the defending wall. It could take considerable time to set up,
possibly taking months to complete before the wall could actually be accessed by the
attacking force.
A siege-mound was built by laying down a lattice of timber. This lattice would then
be filled with earth, and any rubble or debris available from nearby. They would continue
to place down new latticework and keep filling it until they got to the top of the wall and
were able to get men onto the wall to fight.
Due to the close proximity of the wall, it would be easy for the defenders to attack
the workers working on the siege-mound. So to combat this defences were set up so they
could work without being harmed. Large wooden sheds were constructed, then placed side
by side, going up the length of the siege-mound to create a safe corridor for the workers to
climb up. Also large wooden fence-like structures would cover anyone out in the open
from ranged attacks. These structures were covered in animal hides to protect them from
fire. (Fields, 11 Jan 2006)3
5

Stephen Webley
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This method could also be countered by the defending force by building their own
extrusions on their wall to give it extra height. (Fields, 11 Jan 2006)3

Figure 1.5 - A siege-mound, it's defences and the extended wall created by the defenders
(Delf)4

The Romans in Britain
From the 2nd to 5th century AD the Romans occupied a small town known as
Wroxeter in Shropshire, UK. This town was not heavily defended but it had defences nonethe-less. Along the inside of its walls were towers which would allow the defending force
to get above the walls defences and see and attack further than standing on the wall would
allow. (Konstam, British Forts in the Age of Arthur, 10 Nov 2008) 1
Towers would also be a second line of defence should the attacking force manage
to breach the walls. The height of the towers would still provide defenders with cover and
the advantage of being above their target when attacking.
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Figure 1.6 - Tower defence at Wroxeter (2nd-5th Century AD) (Dennis, British Forts in the
Age of Arthur)6
Around AD 550 the defences at South Cadbury hill fort were extended to further
protect the fort. The walls were refortified, and 4 ditches and banks surrounded the wall to
make attacking much more difficult.
The walls base at South Cadbury hill-fort was made out of stone, giving it a very
strong foundation. On top of this would be a wooden palisade with a platform for
defenders to stand upon. Directly in front of the wall was a ditch, making it hard for
attackers to get to the wall, whilst giving defenders an extra height advantage to any
attackers close to the wall. (Konstam, British Forts in the Age of Arthur, 10 Nov 2008) 1

Figure 1.7 - Example of what the wall at South Cadbury hill-fort may have looked like.
(Committee)7
6
7

Illustration by Peter Dennis
Illustration by Camelot Research Committee
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But most impressive of the extensions would have been the south-western
gatehouse.
The gatehouse was built out of a rectangular structure, with the wider sides facing
outwards and the shorter sides running down the wall side. It was also rather tall, giving
further advantage over attacks and making use of the ditches and banks.
Two massive gates were placed within the gatehouse creating a choke point within
the gatehouse. Breaching one gate would have the attackers faced with a small area within
the gatehouse with a second gate in front of them. This small area would mean if a force
managed to breach both gates they would have to pass through this small area, compacting
themselves making them easy targets for enfilade fire and defending melee users.

Figure 1.8 - South-Western gatehouse at the South Cadbury hill-fort. (AD550)
(Committee)7
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Russian Defences
In Russia fortresses from around the 10th to 12th centuries had no towers on or
near its walls. This mean that defenders could only fire from the walls and it made enfilade
fire difficult as the enemy would be scattered outside of the walls.

Figure 1.9a - Example of how defenders without towers would fire out of their walls.
(Dennis, British Forts in the Age of Arthur)6
With the introduction of towers behind the Russian fortress defences from around
the mid 14th century (AD) the fields of fire were greatly increased and overlapped each
other, making enfilade and crossfire very plausible and making easy targets out of the
attacking forces.

Figure 1.9b - Example of how defenders with towers would fire from their defences.
(Dennis, British Forts in the Age of Arthur)6
Figure 1.9b shows how the towers add extra vantage points for ranged defenders.
Also the walls bases are easier to cover without having to physically lean over the wall to
see who or what is down there.
Around the time towers were employed as defences in Russia the walls around
these fortresses also underwent a change. Gorodni style walls were created from around the
second half of the 10th century AD. Gorodni style walls meant that defenders on the walls
could also see who was directly below them. (Konstam, British Forts in the Age of Arthur,
10 Nov 2008)1
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The upper part of the wall overhung the lower part of the wall. Here slits here
added to the floor so defenders could look down them and throw projectiles at attackers
should they be directly below them.

Chinese Tactics
Heading further East from around the same time period to Kaifeng, China. The city
was under siege at 1126 AD and its attackers used a method of getting past the walls and
their defences. (Turnbull, 16 Jan 2002)8
Miners were used to go underneath the wall rather than through or over it. Initially
a strong wooden cart was pulled to the wall via a pulley system to protect the miners from
attack from the walls above. A second cart is pulled to this larger cart to transport waste
soil away from the wall.
The miners would then go under the wall and attempt to come out on the other side
of the wall. To counter this the defenders used listening devices made from barrels with
skin stretched over the top, much like a drum, to listen to where the miners may be going.
Once discovered the defenders would mine ahead of the attackers and prepare
defences underground, such as poisonous smoke being blown into the enemy mine to
disperse or kill the attacking force, leaving that mine defended and the wall un-breached.

8

Stephen Turnbull
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Figure 1.10 - Mining underneath a wall. Kaifeng, China. (1126 AD) (Reynolds)9
Mining tactics have also been used in other countries, like France, for example.
Though these tactics were somewhat more advanced and mining was used extensively
along with explosives.
Defending forces would need to have a stone wall during the era of gun powder as
this would give much greater protection from artillery fire than a wooden wall. This also
meant guns could be used from the wall also without the risk of setting their own defences
on fire.

9

Illustration by Wayne Reynolds
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The French Fortresses and the Age of Gunpowder
The French used walls which had multiple levels, so the attacking force could be
dealt with at multiple stages of a siege. An example would be a 3 tiered wall. At ground
level there would be gun slits where cannons would be placed to sweep a ditch should the
enemies get close enough to the wall. Also on top would be further guns to deal with
attackers at a larger range. To prevent the smoke from the guns choking the gun men on
the bottom floor a vent would be placed in the ceiling.
In front of the wall they would have further guns for defence placed upon a ravelin,
a raised area above the battlefield for defenders. The defenders also dug their own tunnels
ahead of the attacking forces. These tunnels would then be filled with gunpowder, ready to
be exploded should an enemy force come close enough to it.
Attackers would create much larger tunnels than those found in China on the
previous page, starting further out in the battlefield, rather than at the wall. These tunnels
would be aimed towards either a ravelin or the wall itself.
Instead of digging underneath the wall and coming up the other side they would
mine into the wall itself creating a small enclosed area within the walls. This would then be
filled with gun powder and exploded destroying a section of the wall. Attacking forces
would then pour out of a tunnel and use the breached wall to their advantage. (Griffith, 28
April 2006)10

10

Paddy Griffith
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Figure 1.11 - Tunnel warfare (Dennis, Underground War)6
Key:

1 - Wall with multiple levels

3 - Attacking forces mine entrance

2 - Ventilation Shaft
4 - Defending Ravelin

5 - Defending tunnel with gun powder trap 6 - Gun powder trap exploding
7 - Unexploded trap

B - Gun powder placed under a wall to be

exploded

C - Breached wall exploded by gun powder

being exploited by attacking force
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Since the use of gun powder and cannons had come into play defences had to be
developed to help combat the strength of such powerful weapons. Walls would need to be
built from stone and be much thicker to withstand the force of a cannon ball hit. But what
could be done to help protect the troops themselves from cannon fire? A direct hit on a
group of troops would be devastating, and if hit at the right angle and from the right
direction many men could be lost.
The answer to this would have been changes made to the parapets upon walls,
which could also be applied to flat ground upon the battlefield. Before the times of cannon
parapets weren't built to withstand a shot from a cannon, they generally gave men
protection from arrow fire.
Changes in thickness would alone not be enough as a cannon ball could break
pieces of stone off and send them flying inwards at a high velocity. So they were covered
in earth to absorb impacts and hopefully stop the cannon ball in its tracks. To further
protect the soldiers behind the parapets a slope was added to the earth, so any cannon balls
that may bounce from the parapets would bounce up and over the soldiers.
To protect soldiers on the ground similar designs could be created out of earth;
again with the hopes of stopping cannon fire from hitting troops. They could be placed
horizontally to protect troops from direct fire from cannon, or vertically to protect against
enfilade fire.

(Left)Figure 1.12a - Modified Parapets for frontal
defence (Dennis, The Progress of a Siege)6
(Below) Figure 1.12b - Same design placed on the floor
to stop enfilade fire 6
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Improving on Previous Designs
By around the 13th Century AD all battlements and walls had merlons. These
would allow men on the wall somewhere to stand which would allow them cover from
incoming fire. Between these would be gaps from which they could fire back on the
enemy. Doing this though would expose the defenders to the attacking force, thus making
them vulnerable to enemy fire.
To help combat this shutters were added to cover the gaps and to provide cover for
any troops firing from the wall. These shutters could be opened allowing the defender to
fire out of the gap without exposing too much of himself, whilst being able to see a wide
angle out of the gap. (Gravett, 24 May 1990)11
Improvements in arrow slits also meant men could have a greater field of view
whilst still not exposing themselves. Later arrow slits were further improved to allow for
guns to be fired from them. (Gravett, 24 May 1990)11
Figure 1.13a (left) - Shutters added to
merlons
Figure 1.13b (below middle) - Arrow slit
evolution
Figure 1.13c (below right) - Gun slit evolution

(Hook, Illustrations showing the evolution of Merlons, guns & arrow slits)12

Walls could be 'extended' further by adding addition structures to them known as
brattices. These structures generally extruded out of the wall and overhung the bottom of

11
12

Christopher Gravett
Illustrations by Richard and Christa Hook
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the wall. They were often made from wood so could be dissembled during peace time and
erected quickly in times of war.
Brattices were built to fit many wall types, including flat walls or walls with
merlons (see above). Often the walls would be slightly modified with holes going through
them, allowing the wooden structure to be built into the wall to give it extra strength.
(Gravett, 24 May 1990)11
The purpose of these structures was so that defending troops could have extra
protection from light fire coming from the enemy, but also so they could see the bottom of
the wall. Should an enemy make it to the wall, or gate, it would be possible for the
defenders to drop objects, such as rocks and boiling water or oil. This would protect the
walls base or gate from attack as the attacking force would no longer be out of sight from
the defenders.
To protect from the threat of fire, the roofs may have been covered with either tiles
or raw hides. As the use of cannons became more common stone machicolations were
built, which served the same purpose as brattices
but were permanent fixtures.
Figure 1.14a (left) Example of a brattice
constructed on a wall.
Figure 1.14b (right) Example of permanent stone
machicolations.

(Hook, Evolution of
Hoardings to Stone
Machicolations)12
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Siege Towers and Changes to Walls
During the siege of Jerusalem in 1099 AD, siege towers were constructed to allow
the knights of the 1st Crusade to step foot upon the walls. (Gravett, 24 May 1990)11
Siege towers were generally constructed from wood and placed on wheels. The
outer parts of the tower would be covered in animal hides to give it extra strength and to
fireproof it. They could also have catapults placed on top of them to give them a chance to
attack whilst they are being pushed to the wall.
Once at the wall a gate or bridge would be dropped onto the wall. This would allow
the attackers to flood out of the tower and hopefully take a section of the wall. Extra men
would climb up and follow the initial surge of men to keep the attack up.
Siege towers were a great offensive structure, allowing many men to get to and set
foot on a wall without being exposed to fire. However they would not be so useful during
the age of cannons due to being made from wood, they would simply collapse should a
shot hit them.
With traditional walls being so tall it made them easy targets for cannon fire.
Cannons were placed far from forts and defences as they were still able to attack due to
their large range. So to combat this, tall walls are towers were replaced with defences
which were harder to hit.
Walls which were shorter but thicker were introduced and the large towers built
into the walls were replaced with extrusions from walls which were slightly higher than the
wall itself. The walls were still tall enough to stop infantry from attacking, but were low
enough that it made it difficult for the gunners to aim the cannon at it. (Webley, 2010)5
Cannon fire would generally go over the top of the wall, which may have damaged
or destroyed buildings within the wall, but the walls themselves would not be breached,
meaning whatever in side is still somewhat safe. Figure 1.15 below shows how the walls
may have looked.
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Figure 1.15 - Comparison of traditional and lower walls (not to scale)
This was a big change in the way walls were constructed, whilst still giving them
all of the advantages of traditional walls, like line of sight and defence.

Modern Warfare
From here cannons evolved into artillery, muskets into modern day rifles and
defence and attack strategies evolved to incorporate these new advances in technology.
New technology also included armoured vehicles, aircraft and missiles which could travel
great distances.
Such advances in technology rendered walls useless against such firepower and
many battles started to take place in the open country side, towns and even within cities.
Trenches became a common place to find infantry, especially during the first and second
World Wars. Trenches gave infantry cover from machine gun fire and allowed them to
move around the battlefield with little risk of taking fire.
Stalemates were common, with both sides of the battle waiting in their trenches for
the enemy to move first. Due to the amount of firepower these advanced guns had, such as
machine guns, infantry were easy targets for a defending force.
Trenches were hard to assault due to it being easy for the defending force to
counter the attack. But attackers had developed a strategy which allowed them to get close
enough to a trench to throw in hand grenades, or to flank the trench and use enfilade fire to
their advantage.
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The attacking force would split into groups and spread out in front of the trench.
Then they would take it in turns to fire upon the trench, making the defending force duck
their heads down in fear of being shot. This technique is known as suppression fire.
(Webley, 2010)5
Whilst this group were firing, another group would move up towards the trench and
then begin firing upon the trench. Allowing the previous group to begin to move up too.
This effectively allowed the attacking force to "leap-frog" up to the trench to attack it.
Another technique which may have come into play before this age of war, but
would have been more deadly with the use of more accurate and devastating weapons, was
the use of "Dead Ground"
Dead Ground is a term used to describe a patch of land which looks safe to cross or
go near, but really is able to hide a person or several people. Should an enemy come near,
the hiding troop/s would jump out and attack, using the element of surprise to their
advantage. (Webley, 2010)5
Dead Ground could have been created from anything like tufts of grass, small
bushes, small bumps in the ground and anything that could conceal a unit. It became a very
effective tactic especially since the fighting had been taken into the country sides and
towns of countries.
For the purpose of this project street fighting will be the main focus from here on
in. Level designs would not really benefit from the breakdown of fighting out in the open
country-side as it would be generally flat. Street fighting meant that fighting could take
place upon multiple levels within a town, from ground level on the street, to the rooftops of
the buildings which lined those streets.

Street Fighting - World War II
A lot of fighting took place in towns during World War II, which meant the
buildings within these towns could be used as defensive structures. Most buildings are not
designed to be used in a defensive nature (Webley, 2010)5 , unless prepared beforehand.
The WW2 British Manual of Field Engineering (1939) had designs which infantry
could take into account when setting up a building for defence. (Bull S. , 10 Sept 2008)13
These included changes to the building, such as:

13

Stephen Bull
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Barbed wire surround the building, such that would not allow the enemy to
get near enough to plant charges onto the building or throw grenades
through narrow gaps



"loopholes" - which increased the troops Field of View (FOV) and allowed
them to shoot through



Reinforcing walls to give extra protection from fire



Creating choke points for the enemy to come through should they get to the
building
Figure 1.16 shows that these plans
showed examples of where to place
loopholes, barbed wire and how far apart
these should be. This would allow troops to
attempt to defend a building not built for
military use.

Figure 1.16 (left) - Army plan for defending a
house ((1939))14

When setting up a building for defence it was imperative to consider certain aspects
of the building to ensure it was the best choice of building. Firstly, it should "command all
that surround it", meaning it should be able to have an advantage over any building nearby,
should the enemy enter one of those buildings, the defending force should have an
advantage over their building. For example thicker walls.
The building should also have sufficient building materials within it, such as tables
and doors. These could be use to reinforce areas of the building, such as the windows and
weaker walls. The building materials would need to be in the building itself; if it was under
attack leaving the building might not have been possible.

14

British Manual of Field Engineering (1939)
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The size of the building should also be
proportionate to that of the number of men within the
building. Too many men in a small building could be
dangerous, as a single grenade could cause many
casualties. Typically, there would only be one or two men
per room, to minimize on potential casualties.
Figure 1.17 (left) - How a Machine Gun team would
defend a small house (Cuthbert, 1940 (republished Jan
1985))15
The building should also ideally be situated in such a place which made it difficult
for the attacking force to approach it. This meant the defending units should be able to
make use of a greater field of view by using loopholes, along with enfilade fire to allow
them to inflict maximum number of casualties upon the enemy with minimal effort. An
escape route should also be maintained and covered, should the building become overrun
or surrounded. (Bull S. , 10 Sept 2008)13
As stated before, street fighting allowed for rooftops to be exploited. This gave
units fighting in the streets the advantages and surprises that height brings.
Firstly, it allowed troops to move around relatively safely, out of view of the open
streets and roads, whilst allowing them to be able to see further and see more of their
surrounding area. This technique would also give them a tactical advantage should they
discover the location of a house being defended by the enemy.
Storming through the roof or attic would give the attacking troops the element of
surprise. The defending units may not expect such an attack and the building may not be
prepared for the attack. (Bull S. , 10 Sept 2008)13

15

Image from Capt S.J. Cuthbert's "We Shall Fight Them in the Streets" (1940)
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Figure 1.18 - London Home Guards demonstrate roof crossing (Museum, London Guards
Demonstrate a Roof Crossing)16
Other methods of storming a building included mouse holing. This technique
involved around 6 pounds of TNT explosives. The building to be stormed would have the
TNT placed inside of a cellar window, or a similar opening on the ground floor. It would
then be detonated whilst the attacking forces were under cover.
The explosion would cause an opening in the wall to be made; big enough to allow
troops to pass through into the building. The explosion would probably kill, or at least
shock any forces close by the explosion in the building, allowing the attacking force to
enter the building, again using the element of surprise to their advantage.

Figure 1.19 - American soldiers using mouse holing (Museum, American Soldiers Using
Mouse Holing)16
16

Imperial War Museum - Taken from the book "Osprey - Elite 168 - World War II Street Fighting Tactics"
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To protect themselves from a storming enemy whilst defending a building the
Germans came up with a technique which may have saved their lives. They set up corner
barricades, made from furniture and mattresses.
The idea was that if any grenades were thrown into the room they were defending;
the defending unit could dive behind the barricade, hopefully surviving the blast, thanks to
the furniture and mattress absorbing most of the blast and shrapnel from the grenade. Any
attacking forces entering the room would then be engaged. To combat this second grenades
were often thrown into corners which looked suspicious. (Bull S. , 10 Sept 2008)13

Present Day Combat
Modern day techniques have progressed slightly since World War II. Much of the
tactics used today are thought up just before deployment depending on the situation,
mission, terrain and enemy. Troops may be fighting in many different types of terrain and
will need to be trained before hand so they can be effective in these areas, for example
woodland tactics will differ greatly from urban combat.
Deployed units will be constantly changing their attack or defence strategies. The
enemy may have the same type of intelligence gathering capabilities as friendly units, or
they may simply grow wise to certain methods. Therefore changes are constantly being
made to any strategies to ensure that friendly units have the upper hand in as many
situations as possible.
An example of this would be troops in Afghanistan. The Taliban there have learnt
friendly troops tactics in the past and laid down traps to try and catch out friendly troops.
Because of this friendly units have had to change their locations and attack strategies to
ensure they are not cornered or caught up in the middle of said traps or ambushes.
(Webley, 2010)5
Commanders nowadays will not be deployed directly into the field like troops are.
They will be stationed in a secure location and could be miles away from the actual battle.
This does not mean they are unable to command their troops however. Advances in
technology mean they will be constantly updated as to what is going on in the battle.
Communication advances mean that troops will be able to keep a direct link to their
commanders, this allows them to get updated information on where enemies may be, or
call in reinforcements.
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Commanders will also be able
to see what is going on in the field
without having to physically be there
or use binoculars. Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) and recon units, such
as helicopters and armoured cars, can
provide a commander with real-time
video footage. This may allow a
commander to see enemy’s troops on
the field cannot; thus allowing the
commander to update the squad leaders to the locations of enemies.
Figure 1.20 - MQ-9 Reaper unmanned aerial vehicle (Ferguson, 2007)17
These days’ troops are deployed as part of a squad. Squads consist of small groups
of men who will work together with other squads to complete a mission. These days a
single squads is able to fulfil a number of roles. They will need to be able to attack in a
number of ways, both so they can survive as a single squad, and so they can be used in
multiple ways with other squads.
Squads can also join together to make a larger squad. For example 6 squads could
form together to sweep through a town; each squad would then move as if it’s a single unit
within a squad. This would allow for multiple infantry squads to cover each other and
ensure any other squads don't run into too much trouble without backup.
Traditionally in the medieval ages, platoons of men had a single purpose. These
platoons would work with others to attack the enemy, breaking down the enemy forces in
stages. For example, archers would be used to attack a large infantry force before the
friendly infantry would attack, or infantry would attack pike men before the cavalry could
overwhelm them.
Nowadays a squad will need to be able to fulfil all roles. Squads will typically have
anything from 6 to 18 men within them; consisting of at least one squad leader, a second in
command, 2 or 3 light machine guns and a number of other troops such as riflemen,
grenadiers and anti-tank personnel.
This allows the squad to be able to overcome any challenge they may face. For
example in Afghanistan right now squads can come across the enemy in any location. If
they are fired upon they will immediately fire back a few shots and get into a prone
17

Photograph by Staff Sgt. Brian Ferguson. From the USAF Photographic Archives
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position, then continue to fire back accurate shots. Light machine gunners will be used to
lay down suppressive to keep the enemy from returning fire and to allow other squad
member to get to cover or advance on the enemy.
Grenadiers will be useful should the enemy be hidden behind a wall or in a ditch
for example. They will be able to fire grenades into these locations killing or dispersing the
enemy. Riflemen will be used for direct fire, where the enemy can be seen and accurate
fire will be able to take down said enemies.
Squads will also be able to request specialist kits, such as sniper rifles. Snipers will
be able to sit just outside of the heat of battle; they will still be able to engage the enemy.
However their main purpose is to provide intelligence to their squad leaders and
commanders.
As previously stated, troops will be trained to battle in many different
environments. This allows for the same troops to be deployed into many different
situations. Currently in Afghanistan there will be many different places troops can be
deployed. They may be on patrol within the hills and mountains, or they may be sent to
flush out the enemy from an urban environment.
Due to the number of locations and types of environments tactics will often have to
be changed in real-time depending on the situation. Squad leaders will decide on which
formation their troops should take depending on the situation. Typically a line formation
will be used in open areas, which each member of the squad spaced out at least 5 metres
from each other.

Figure 1.21 - British troops in a line formation. This formation would not allow Enfilade
fire from possible enemies that may flank them. (Sobhani, 11)18
18

Photo from the Guardian.co.uk.
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The line formation spaces troops out so casualties will hopefully be at a minimum
should the squad come under fire. Other formations include the "V", which is a V shape
formation with the squad leader at the tip. This is helpful for moving during the night, as
night vision hinders depth perception, making the squad seem like they are in a tight line
rather than them being spaced out in the wedge formation.
Other formations will be suited to other situations, such as "wedge" (an inverted V
formation) in woodland combat. Formations are designed to give the squad the best
visibility, offensive and defensive capabilities depending upon the terrain and situation.
All of these factors, different formations and load outs, mean squad leaders and
members have the ability to dynamically change their strategy such the situation change.
Squads continuously change their positions and tactics without their commanders needing
to issue orders to do so. Commanders will be updated with these changes though, to
prevent friendly fire.
This makes the squad a very useful, dynamic and powerful tool in modern combat
situations. They can be deployed into many areas and into most situations without extra
training. With advances in technology multiple squads can work together to achieve a
single goal, all while being in touch with commanding officers.
As previously stated, riflemen are used to engage enemies accurately. Modern
weapons are highly accurate with single shot and burst fire, fully automatic fire will
depend on the gun and the soldier. Some rifles can be used over larger distances than
standard issue rifles, these are known as sniper rifles and can be very devastating as they
can be highly powerful.
Riflemen rely on line of sight to engage their targets. This works both ways as if a
soldier cannot be seen by the enemy, chances are he cannot be hit either. So the way a
soldier moves through the environment is as crucial to where he positions himself to
engage an enemy.
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Figure 1.22 - How a soldier uses line of sight to look around a corner within a building
(Suarez, Mar 1998)19
As previously stated snipers will be used to give intelligence. They will have high
powered binoculars and rifle scopes through which they will be able to see where the
enemy are. They will generally be above the battlefield to give them the advantage of
height and they will often be accompanied by a spotter, who will use binoculars to help
spot enemies for the sniper, track them and aid in estimating the distance to said enemy.
Sniper rifles can be extremely powerful. Their bullets can rip through people and
even some armour plated vehicles. (News, 2008)20 Should an enemy unit be hit by sniper
fire it can be very demoralising for the troops within it and they will most likely be pinned
in their current location, making them easy targets for other friendly troops on the ground.

19
20

Image from "The Tactical Advantage" by Gabriel Suarez
Sky news
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Figure 1.23 - U.S. Army sniper team. A spotter can be seen on the right. (Cpl. Bertha
Flores, 2006)21
Snipers are becoming more favoured in Afghanistan since they can be very
accurate, which will reduce possible collateral casualties and friendly fire can be avoided
since the sniper will be able to see what he is shooting at. (Webley, 2010)5
Other advances in technology include lighter ammunition, allowing troops to be
deployed for longer without needing re-supply, or simply allowing troops to lay down
more suppressive fire by putting more lead into the air.
Advances in medical care mean less soldiers are dying from wounds sustained in
battle. Bullets have also been changed. Rather than a higher calibre, larger bullet, smaller
and more accurate bullets are generally used. These smaller bullets allow troops to carry
more ammo allowing for them to stay in the field longer, or use more suppressive fire.

21

Photograph by Cpl. Bertha Flores, U.S. Army. Featured on the U.S. Department of Defense website.
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Use of Height in other games
Height has of course been used in other games, though not many have attempted to
create levels purely based around height. Here some games will be talked about and any
good or bad points with their use of height will be discussed.

Shattered Horizon

22

Shattered Horizon is a First-Person Shooter (FPS) set in space. It has two teams
fighting for territory in multiple locations. It was created by Futuremark Games Studio and
released on the 4th November 2009.
Shattered Horizon does not use traditional levels, where there is a floor, walls and
ceiling. Being set in the vacuum of space players can fly around in any direction in the X,
Y or Z-axis. This means enemies could be in any direction, therefore cover becomes very
important.
What's good about this type level is that game play can be very varied, it is very
likely that no two battles will be the same since players could be anywhere within the
space of the level. It also negates height in some respects, since you may be above some
players, but in another direction someone else could be "above" you. This means no player
is ever really at a height advantage to anyone else, since when a player is looking at
another, they are really on the same plane and the victor is generally who can shoot better.
The downside to this is
new players could be
overwhelmed by how the game
works and it may take a while for
players to adjust to the way you
move in space. New players will
also probably have a disadvantage
over veteran players as they will
be used to moving around in the vacuum of space and to how the guns fire.
Figure 2.2 - A level on Shattered Horizon which takes place within a space station
(Studio)23
22

Futuremark Games Studio - http://www.shatteredhorizon.com/
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Prey

24

Prey is another FPS which takes place upon an Alien Mother Ship. The player is
tasked with escaping from this ship and save his people. Developed by Human Head
Studios it was released on July 14th 2006.
Prey has more traditional levels and gravity is always upon the player so there is a
noticeable floor, walls and ceiling within the levels. What's different about Prey is how
gravity can be manipulated giving the player the ability to turn walls or ceilings into floors,
and vice versa. This allows the player to get to locations normally unreachable and get
above the enemy to use height to their advantage.
This type of gravity manipulation is an interesting idea and hasn't really been used
elsewhere. It can make levels more interesting, allowing the player to view them from
different angles, thus creating more opportunities to create different attack strategies.
Again, like Shattered Horizon, this may be disorientating to the player and may
take some getting used to. Also, enemies within the game could usually fly which basically
made it pointless in some situations to try and reach different areas to change your attack
strategy since the enemy could generally change their position quickly to negate any
advantage the player may have gained.
Though Prey did not have
a multiplayer component it may
be interesting to use in a
multiplayer environment. Battles
would become very intense with
people changing locations from
one plane to another.

Figure 2.4 - An example of how gravity affected the player in Prey. (Player is the
character on the right) (Studios)25

23

Futuremark Games Studio - http://www.shatteredhorizon.com/media/screenshots/
Human Head Studios - http://www.prey.com/
25
Human Head Studios - http://www.prey.com/
24
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Half-Life 2
(Software, Half-Life 2)26
Half-Life 2 (HL2) is a FPS set on Earth after an alien invasion. Players control the
main character, Gordon Freeman, in an attempt to remove the aliens from Earth with the
help of friends. HL2 was created by VALVe Software and released November 16th 2004.
Levels in HL2 are very traditional and are quite linear to aid story progression. The
player is always on the ground and cannot manipulate gravity or float around the level in
anyway, the player can jump. Height is used though, and generally the enemies used it
more than the player.
Enemies often appear above or below the enemy to give varied game play. Often
enemies can get to the same level as the player. There are zombies which can climb
drainpipes if the player is above them, and some of the enemy soldiers will abseil down
walls to meet the player on their level, again varying game play somewhat.
Some enemies can fly and will constantly adjust their position depending on where
the player is and what weapon they are using. One enemy, the Strider, is as tall as a
building, giving it a constant height advantage over the player, though it does often kneel
down to shoot should the player enter some cover at ground level.
These levels and
enemies allow for the player
to experience lots of different
battles throughout the game
and in later episodes. The
player does often change
height to get through the
destroyed towns and city
they travel through, and in
some caves the player is
constantly climbing or
lowering themselves to avoid
danger.
Figure 2.6 - An example of multiple levels of height within a Half-Life 2 level.27

26
27

Valve Software - http://www.half-life2.com
Valve Software - Screenshot by myself.
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Team Fortress 2

(Software, Team Fortress 2 Logo)28
Team Fortress 2 (TF2) is an online team based FPS where two teams battle it out
for territory. TF2 was created by VALVe Software and released October 10th 2007.
Again, levels in TF2 are very traditional in the fact that the player does not have the
ability to float or wall-walk, they are always placed on the ground plane, but have the
ability to jump. Levels often have multiple routes going through them to prevent choke
points becoming impassable. This involves taking players to different heights.
Some players may take a route which will leads them above an objective, others
may lead them on the same level or below an objective or enemy. Levels are often linear,
with the routes splitting off from the main route still flowing in the same direction as the
main. Some areas will lead to a point of no return where if a player passes he will not be
able to return the same way. Making taking a separate route risky in certain situations.
Where height is involved there is generally enough cover below for any enemies so
they aren't overwhelmed by a better team or more fire power. The good thing about this is
that no team has a clear advantage over the other in most cases. Player skill does come into
play very often in TF2 and players who play as part of a team will most likely do better
than those that do not.
Most maps are built around the game mode they are supporting to further balance
the game play.
The downside to this is
that team mates rely on each
other, and in public online play
they cannot always be relied
upon. Most classes within the
game survive by themselves
for a short while, however.
Figure 2.8 - A soldier jumping to the next level to gain a height advantage in Team
Fortress 2 (Software, A Soldier jumping to the next level to gain a heght advantage)29

28
29

Valve Software - http://www.teamfortress.com
Valve Software - http://www.half-life2.com
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Left 4 Dead

(Software, Left 4 Dead logo)30
Left 4 Dead (L4D) is a multiplayer survival horror first-person shooter where a
virus has taken the population of the world and turned them into zombies. L4D was
developed by VALVe Software and released on the 17th November 2008.
Again, in L4D, the levels are very traditional and the players only have the ability
to jump and climb ladders. However some infected characters have the ability to jump
great distances and all infected have the ability to get to higher locations than the survivors
to give them a slight advantage.
Levels are designed around locations like cities, towns and woodland. Height is
involved a lot in Left 4 Dead, especially for the infected. Survivors generally move along
the ground, with some areas taking them across higher locations such as rooftops and car
parking lots. They also often enter sewers and tunnels.
The infected have special ladders only they can climb to reach areas the survivors
cannot, such as the top of cranes, buildings and cliff faces. This is to allow them to stalk
the survivors before they attack. One infected, the Smoker, has a very long tongue and can
pull survivors back to himself. This can pull survivors off ledges and rooftops to slow them
down. Another infected, the Hunter, can jump great distances, should he drop from a
rooftop he will likely do more damage since he has fell further.

Figure 2.10 - A survivor that has been pulled off a ledge has zombies waiting for her to fall
below. (Software, Kotaku, 2008)31

30
31

Valve Software - http://www.l4d.com
Valve Software via Kotaku
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Survivors have cover placed along levels to protect them from some attacks.
Infected also have cover to protect them from incoming fire. The survivors often have to
pass points of no returns, at which the infected can take advantage of them and possibly
hold a survivor back, unable to be rescued.
The good thing about height in this game is that it can work to both teams
advantage. Infected can get good vantage points for attacks, but also if they are below the
survivors they can still do damage by pulling the survivors down. Survivors can use height
to prevent Hunters from doing too much damage from large pounces and to give them
easier shots at Infected.
The downside to this is that some teams may work better together than others, and
since this game also relies on team play it can often be frustrating for players who do not
have a decent team with them.
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A deeper look into Team Fortress 2
Team Fortress 2 will be used to test the level produced for this project. Team
Fortress 2 was chose for a number of reasons. Firstly the range of classes within the game
is rather high compared to other games. With nine classes it is by far one of the most
diverse class based game around at the moment. Each class has their own strengths and
weaknesses; for example the Heavy has more health than any but moves the slowest of all
the classes. The Scout is the polar opposite with the lowest health but fastest speed, he also
has the ability to double jump to reach higher places.
Secondly Team Fortress 2 has a wide range of weapons from a long range Sniper
Rifle to up close and personal melee weapons such as a Fire Axe. In this section Team
Fortress 2 will be broke down, each class and some weapons will be discussed plus
examples of where each class or weapon excels.

Classes
As previously stated Team Fortress 2 has nine classes. They are:
The Scout
Speed: Fastest
Health: Lowest
Abilities: Double-jump, double capture speed
The Scout is great at getting around the map since he is the
fastest class in the game. As well as the great speed he has the ability
to jump a second time in mid-air after his initial jump, this allows him
to get to places unreachable by other classes. In a map based around height he would excel
in ascending and descending.

The Soldier
Speed: Slow
Health: Average
Abilities: Less damage from explosives, able to use his rockets to
jump further and higher
The Soldier is a great all-rounder class. He can take a decent
amount of damage but also give out enough in return. For what he
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lacks in speed he can make up by performing a rocket-jump which propels him in the
opposite direction to which the rocket was fired.
This kind of ability will enable the Soldier to climb levels within a map with great speed
and attack from unexpected angles.
The Pyro
Speed: Medium - Fast
Health: Average
Abilities: Able to set people on fire but unable to burn for
extended periods himself, able to reflect rockets, grenades and
push people away
The Pyro is a great ambush class, with the ability to set
other players on fire and run away leaving them to burn. Though
his flamethrower means he must get close to other players to do damage it also has the
ability to reflect rockets and grenades back to their source giving him an extra chance to do
damage and get nearer to his victims. In a map based around height he will be great at
lurking around staircases or dropping down to lower floors upon unsuspecting victims.
Using his ability to push people will also enable him to push people off ledges possibly to
their death.
The Demoman
Speed: Medium - Slow
Health: Average
Abilities: Less damage from explosives, able to use his sticky
grenades to jump further and faster
The Demoman is in some respects an alternative to the
Soldier, though he does have some very different weapons. His
primary grenade launcher allows him to shoot around corners or
arc his shots over obstructions. His secondary weapon is much
like the grenade launcher but the grenades stick to walls upon impact, these can this be
detonated remotely by the player.
Using these types of weapons the Demoman will be very helpful to a team on a
level based around height. His shots will be able to be shot up and will arc down upon
players above, rather than fly past much like the Soldiers rockets. Using his sticky bombs
to jump will also allow him to climb levels quickly.
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The Heavy
Speed: Slowest
Health: Highest
Abilities: Can Survive critical hits, larger size, high bullet
output
The Heavy is a formidable class, able to take on a
number of opponents alone due to his high health and his ability
to unleash many bullets in one shot. He is very slow however,
so doesn't usually walk away from a sticky situation and can
usually be out manoeuvred. In a level based around height the Heavy will excel at
defending capture points as well as attacking them due to his high bullet output. He will
also be able to fall distances without having to worry about health.

The Engineer
Speed: Medium-Fast
Health: Average
Abilities: Can build Sentry Guns, Dispensers and Teleporters.
The Engineer is a staple defence class due to his ability
to erect static buildings. These buildings include a Sentry Gun
which will shoot at the closest enemy within a certain range, a
Dispenser which gives players health and ammo and teleporters
which can transport players around the map. Utilising the
Engineer will enable teams on levels based around height to move between levels quickly.
Placing a Sentry Guns in strategic places like choke points will slow down the enemy
significantly.
The Medic
Speed: Fast
Health: Average
Abilities: Heal other players as well as making himself and his
patient invincible for a short time.
The Medic is an essential class to any teams survival.
With the ability to heal friendly players he can keep a team
alive for longer, allowing them to push harder against the
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enemy. His overcharge ability makes him and his target invincible for ten seconds, this is a
vital asset to any team attacking a point. In a level based around height the Medic will be
able to heal wounds received from falling and allow team mates to break through choke
points whilst invincible.
The Sniper
Speed: Average
Health: Average
Abilities: Very long range weapon, can charge up his shot by
looking down his scope.
The Sniper can turn the tide of a battle by picking off
key targets such as Medics and Heavies. His main weapon, the
Sniper Rifle, is super accurate and has the ability to charge up
the longer the Sniper looks down his scope. The downside to
this is his peripheral vision is severely hit and he can be
vulnerable to Spies and attacks from other directions than the one he is looking. He will be
valuable in a level based around height by taking out key targets that may be shooting from
other levels, such as above, with his accurate shots he will be able to dispatch any threats
with a quick shot.
The Spy
Speed: Medium - Fast
Health: Average
Abilities: Instant kills from behind, able to go invisible for a
period of time and disguise as enemy players
The Spy is great at sabotaging an enemy teams plan, be
it by disabling enemy engineer buildings or strategically
killing key targets instantly. With his ability to go invisible he
can pick and choose his targets without being seen, he can
then disguise himself as an enemy to walk among them,
possibly undetected, making his way closer to his target. The Spy will be a formidable
class in a level based around the use of height, he will be able to make a hit then going
invisible dropping to lower levels to escape. Alternatively he could drop down from above
behind enemies landing an instantly kill on the unsuspecting enemies.
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Weapons of Team Fortress 2
With the breakdown of the nine classes complete its time to talk about some of the
weapons these classes use. Most weapons are simple weapons, such as pistols and melee
weapons and wont be talked about here. Instead weapons which may take advantage of
height will be discussed.
The Rocket Launcher
Range: Infinite, explodes on impact and once
exploded has a damage radius
Speed: Average - Fast
Damage: Average - High
The Rocket Launcher will be a formidable weapon when used on the same level or
above people. From above the Soldier will be able to fire rockets towards players without
having to worry about them flying past the players, which may happen when shooting up.
Shooting down the rockets will hit the floor, exploding and damaging any nearby enemies.
The Flamethrower
Range: Short
Speed: Constant damage to anyone within range
Damage: High

The Flamethrower is great against
enemies which are close or clumped together. The fire this weapon spits out can damage
multiple targets, igniting them for a short time. Its main advantage against enemies when
height is introduced though is its ability to push enemies, giving the Pyro a chance to push
people off of capture points, possibly to lower levels or their death. It will also enable the
Pyro to defend from incoming rockets and grenades from above or below, sending them
back in the direction they came from.
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The Grenade and Sticky-Bomb Launchers

Range: Short - Long (Upon exploding they have a damage radius)
Speed: Slow
Damage: Average - High
These two launchers will enable the Demoman to attack enemies on the same level
as him or above. With the arc they follow depending on which angle they are fired at will
enable the Demoman to shoot up and onto the floor above with relative ease. Shooting
down has the possibility of being just as effective, though the grenades may roll away from
the enemy once they hit the floor.
Other weapons are more straight forward with simple bullets being used. Each has
a slightly different way of firing these bullets but essentially they will all be firing bullets.
Bullets in Team Fortress 2 are not affected by gravity and do not drop, instead they travel
along a straight line until they hit something.
Sentry Guns built by the Engineer are static gun placements, should an enemy
come into its range it will turn and fire at them, it will always fire at the closest enemy.
These Sentry guns can be upgraded 2 times, adding more firepower and health.
Teleporters can be placed on the ground, firstly the Engineer will need to place an
entrance, from there he will need to place the exit. Any friendly player (or enemy spy) can
then enter the entrance and appear at the exit. Exits should be placed ahead of the entrance
to enable friendly players to move forward quickly and return to the battle.
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Game Mode
For the purpose of this project only a single game mode will be looked at. A game
mode known as "Capture Points" will be used to test the level created. Capture Points has
two teams, red and blue, fighting for control over a number of control points. The control
points are often connected together in a sequential fashion, so in order to capture the next
point a team must first own the preceding point. To win, a team will need to capture all
control points in a map.
This type of game mode will suit a vertical level well due to the linearity of the
map. The bottom team will simply need to move up to capture the next point, whilst the
top team will need to move down. This will allow the layout of the level to be testing in its
most basic of forms and will allow any unbalances to stand out easily as players wont have
to focus on difficult objectives and can instead focus on fighting.
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Level Creation
With the designed level being tested in Team Fortress 2 Valve's Hammer level
editor would need to be used to create the map itself. This would allow for the basic
geometry to be created using simple primitives such as cubes and cylinders. This would
also enable the use of any Team Fortress 2 prop, such as fences and models to create a
more realistic looking scene; though for the purpose of this project a simple level will be
created to test the game play alone.
Whilst the level creation is being discussed some phrases will be used which are
commonplace within the gaming community. Here they will be explained to help with
understanding what is being discussed ahead.


Spawn Point - A room or location where players enter the battle initially and where
they will return to battle after they have died



Forward Spawn Point - This is the same as a regular spawn point, though it is
higher (or lower, depending on which team is being discussed) in the map to allow
players to get back into the fight much faster.



Control/Capture Point - A marked area on the map which both teams must fight
over



Spawn Camping - This is a term used when an enemy player waits outside of a
spawn point killing people who leave before they have a chance to react
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The Finished Level
In this section the areas within the level will be discussed and related back to the
research conducted.

Top Control Point (Figure 4.1 - The top capture point)
This control
point is found at the
very top of the map,
slightly above Red's
original spawn points.
With it being the highest
point on the map it had
to be somewhat exposed
to ensure any players
within the area do not
have a great advantage
over anyone below
them. To aid this large open areas were created to allow people to shoot in, possibly with
grenades, to damage anyone within. These open areas were placed facing away from
spawn points to ensure spawn camping will not become a problem.
To aid with defending this point windows were added to the walled areas so players
can see where to aim their attacks and to give a heads up to any players below. This will
also work for anyone on the capture point, but to see out of the windows players will have
to stop capturing the point.
To further allow players to get around the top capture point walkways were added
to the outside of the point. This will enable players to get around the point whilst behind
the protection of the walls and windows, possibly flanking whoever is inside the point.
This walkway was inspired by the walls built within the medieval ages. As previously
shown in Figures 1.14a and 1.14b; these would also allow players to see what was below
whilst having some light cover from incoming fire.
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To Lower Levels

Figure 4.2 - How to get to lower levels
From the top capture point there are ramps leading down to a number of
passageways. Firstly players will come across two corridors leading down to towers which
inside have stairways leading down to the next two capture points.
Within these corridors there are windows which allow players to see in and out of.
The windows are designed to be easier to shoot out of rather than into. Much like the
window designs employed by castles and arrow/gun slits upon their walls, as seen in
Figures 1.13a, b and c.
This will give attackers climbing the level a chance to shoot at enemies above, but
it will also give defenders a chance to see what may be coming towards them.
Below these corridors is another ramp which will allow players to enter an area
which encircles above the next capture point. Also at the bottom right of Figure 4.2 you
can see the top blue spawn point. This spawn point will be available to the blue team upon
capturing the last but one capture point.
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Red Defences

Figure 4.3 - Encirclement and second capture point
The encirclement above capture point two was designed to give players an
alternative route to the second capture point. It's intention wasn’t to give players above the
second capture point the ability to shoot down upon it, so the bottom merlons are high
enough that players cannot see above them well. For example if a Soldier was to shoot a
rocket towards the capture point it would hit the merlons and explode in his face, damaging
himself.
The merlons used here were inspired by the designs used on late castle walls, like
the ones seen in Figures 1.13b and 1.13c.
From the encirclement there are four walkways which lead to a hole in the floor
above the second control point. From here players can drop down onto the control point,
possibly stopping any attacking players from capturing the point. Falling from here will
cause the player to take damage however, as it does to drop from any level down to
another. This is to give any players dropping down a disadvantage over those that don't,
and it will also make it more balanced for players heading up the level.
Again the hole in the floor was inspired by medieval designs which would allow defenders
to drop objects on attackers below as was discussed in the " Improving on Previous Designs"

section of this document.
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Second Capture Point

Figure 4.4 - Second Capture Point and Forward Spawn
The second capture point seen in Figure 4.4 is placed on a circular platform with 4
walkways coming off of it. This was designed like this to allow players to be pushed off
from the point down to the middle capture point. It would also allow players to quickly
descend to the middle capture point, but it is quite a fall and could result in a loss of a
decent chunk of health.
This level also houses forward spawn points for both teams. Forward spawn points
are spawn points for teams who have progressed in the level. For example, if red capture
the middle control point, rather than having to re-spawn right at the top of the map again,
they will be assigned a new spawn point closer to the action. This is so players will not
have to run too far to get back into the fighting, which could take up to 30 seconds if the
round is near the end. On this level the blue teams spawn point is their highest spawn
point, whilst the red spawn point is their middle spawn point.
The Blue team spawn was placed here to allow them to defend this capture point
once they have captured it. Because red can simply drop down onto it from above with no
obstructions it meant blue needed to be able to get their rather quickly to stand a chance of
defending it. If blue had to run up from a lower level to defend this point red would have
captured it long before they got there.
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The Red team has their second spawn point here as it doesn’t allow them to get to
the next capture point too quickly and overwhelm the blue team before they have chance to
set up any defences or prepare for the battle.
This capture point was also designed around old fort designs found within the
research conducted for this project. For example the wooden palisades seen in Figure 1.7.
This will force players to climb before they can get to the control point behind the small
defence walls. This is much like the designs used by the Celts and was designed at giving
the defenders a slight advantage, much like their real-life counter-parts. But should any
attackers make it to the top of the small hill it will then begin to work in their favour as any
defenders on the point will be slightly lower than them and will also be at risk of being
knocked off of the point to the middle capture point.
Middle Control Point

Figure 4.5 - Middle Control Point
The centre control point is the first place both teams will meet as at the beginning
of the map it is uncontrolled by either team and to progress both teams will need this
control point. Firstly the red team will come down from their area via the corridors labelled
in Figure 4.5. These corridors lead to the towers placed at either corner of the map which
can transport players from the middle control point to the two levels above.
The towers are much like the siege towers discussed previously, where players will
be able to climb up, and if they wish, past the point they need to capture to attempt to get a
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height advantage on the defenders, much like how the Siege Towers were used to bypass
the defending wall, enabling them to get on the same level, or above, the defenders.
The corridors leading from the middle capture point and heading towards the
towers are designed in such a way to allow for enfilade fire to be taken advantage of. As
previously discussed enfilade fire is when someone can fire upon a group of enemies and
only have to adjust the height of their aim to hit other targets. These corridors allow for this
type of shooting.
The red teams lowest forward spawn point can also be seen here, they will own this
forward spawn point should they capture the forth capture point, which is below the middle
spawn point. It was decided to place the final red spawn point here as if it were any lower
the blue team would have a very difficult time at defending their last capture point. Red
would simply be able to leave their spawn point and drop straight onto the final capture
point. In the interest of game balance it was decided that red should not have this ability.
The blue team will come up from the lower levels by a ramp surrounded by walls to
give them protection as they move up. When they come out of the ramp they will find
themselves above the middle capture point, should any enemies be on the point they will
be able to easily engage them.
The second blue forward spawn can also be seen here, blue will begin to use this
spawn once they have captured the middle control point. Blue have been allowed to spawn
next to the capture point red need to capture to give them a slight advantage. The red team
can simply drop down to the middle control point, making it difficult for the blue team to
defend, having them spawn next to the point they need to defend will help balance this.
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Forth Capture Point

Figure 4.6 - Moving around the Forth Capture Point
The forth capture point is the second capture point blue owns from the start of the
game. It is also the control point before the last one at the bottom of the map. Firstly to get
to this point from above players need to come down the ramps from the middle capture
point. From here the players coming down will be out in the open, with the capture point in
clear view.
Players coming down these ramps will not be able to see what they are heading into
as windows were left out of the walls around the ramps. Players going down to this capture
point will not know what to expect, giving blue team a chance to use the element of
surprise to their advantage. This is much like the tactics used in street-fighting which took
place during World War II. Friendly units could storm a house using either the cellar or
roof as their entry point, units inside of the building may not have expected this and would
be taken by surprise, making them easy targets.
In this situation on the map the red team may not expect the vast openness of this
area initially, this will also give classes like the Sniper and Spy chances to pick off key
targets as they will be fully exposed.
The capture point itself is also fully exposed to allow for classes like the Demoman,
Soldier and Pyro to blast people off of the point should they try to capture it. This area also
encourages line of sight to be used. Within the research for this project it was discussed
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that projectile type weapons, such as rifles and pistols, need a line of sight to be able to hit
their targets. As it is a very open area everyone will be exposed to fire from either team.
With the capture point raised players will not simply be able to run down to the
point and get on it. They will need to use one of the 4 small ramps placed around the point,
this means players defending will know that to get to the point players will need to go up
these ramps so they can plan their attacks accordingly.

Figure 4.7 - Moving down to the last capture point
To get to the forth capture point the blue team will need to run up a large ramp
from their lowest spawn point. From here they will have a clear view of the forth and final
capture points to allow them to defend both points from the same position on the map.
Most classes will be able to take advantage of this vantage point allowing the whole blue
team to work together to overcome the attacking red team from above.
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Final Control Point

Figure 4.8 - The bottom control point area
Should the blue team lose all of the other control points then the final push from the
red team will be made here, at the bottom control point, until the blue team can reclaim the
forth control point. This points design is similar to hill fort defences created by the Celts in
Figure 1.1. It forces the attacking team to head down a ramp to reach the same level as the
point, but to reach the point they must first climb a small slope with palisades placed on
top for the defending teams protection.
Should the blue team be able to push back against the red team they can head back
up the ramp outside of their spawn point and try to reclaim the forth control point.
Ascending up the ramp from the bottom capture point has some cover provided by
some extrusions upon the ramp. Using these the players can get out of the line of sight of
any enemies above them to avoid any enemy fire heading their way. This will also allow
them to change which direction they may be taking without the enemy being able to see
where they're heading. These extrusions will also be very helpful for Spies who could hide
behind them waiting for unsuspecting victims to pass, allowing the spy to stab them in the
back instantly killing them.
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Figure 4.9 - Another view of the final capture point
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Testing
To test the level created a group of volunteers would need to be recruited to
download and play the map in Team Fortress 2. A group of members from an online
gaming community at www.halflife2.net were contacted and agreed to play test the level.
They also donated their online server for the purpose of the test, this would allow
people from multiple locations to join and take part in the test.
During the test the rounds played were recorded by the server. These recordings
would allow for the playback the entire game from any angle and view any player or
location. Doing this will show where problem areas may arise, for example it will be
possible to watch the middle capture point to assess where more cover may be needed or if
routes leading to it will need rearranging.
During the testing the teams were balanced as best as possible. The overall wins for
each team were:


Red: 3 wins



Blue: 2 wins
These kind of results indicate that the map seems balanced. However there were

some areas which saw stalemate at times and some areas had some noticeable imbalances.

Middle Capture Point (Figure 5.1 - An example of red teams advantage at the middle
Capture Point)
This point on the map saw the most action throughout
all of the games. This is expected seeing as it is the first area
where players meet during the initial push when players
spawn. Initial concerns from feedback is that the red team can
reach this point much faster than the blue team.
In Figure 5.1 (to the left) you can see that the red team
has almost captured the middle capture point just as the blue
team are reaching it. (Note the Soldier firing down blues
entrance to the middle point at the enemy blue team
approaching)
A possible way to fix it would be to move the blue
teams initial spawn point closer to the middle capture point.
Another problem with the middle capture point was the
blue forward spawn. Due to blues spawning there once they
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have captured the middle point, it made it difficult for the red team to recapture the point
from the blue team. This is mostly down to the blue team re-spawning faster than the red
team can capture the point and to the close proximity to the middle point.
Figure 5.2 (left) - The red team
begins to recapture the middle
point
Figure 5.3 (below) - The blue
team re-spawns and forces the
red team to retreat long before
they recapture the area

To fix this the blue spawn
point at the middle capture
point will be lowered to
the next level down to
negate the capture point
camping the blue team is
currently able to do.

Further reasons
for moving the blue
forward spawn down a
level is that the red team
can attack the entrance to
the spawn point from
above making it hard in
some cases for the blue
team to leave the spawn
point, trapping them
inside.
Figure 5.4 - A Red Soldier spawn camping the blue forward spawn point
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Spawn camping in the real-world is obviously not possible, but a situation where
you would be able to have a massive advantage over your enemy is clearly a best case
scenario in any battle. However, since this map is being designed to be played as part of a
multiplayer game balance needs to be seriously considered.
Further changes to the blue forward spawn is that a "no build" zone was not
included in the area directly outside of the spawn point. This meant that the blue teams
engineers could build a number of sentry guns outside of the spawn point and keep running
back into the spawn point to re-supply, effectively making the sentry guns invincible
without a very organised team effort to take them down.
To combat this a no build zone will be built to prevent engineers from simply
building groups of sentries which are difficult to overcome.

Figure 5.5 - Blue Engineers build sentries directly outside of spawn

Blue Teams Second to Last Capture Point
This point saw a lot of action during some rounds of the testing and some
observations were made when demo files from the games were reviewed. The biggest
problem being the fact that red had a major advantage over blue once they captured this
point.
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Figure 5.6 - Red team fire at re-spawned Blue players from above.
In Figure 5.6 above the red team can be seen on blues capture point firing down
upon newly spawned players running up the ramp from their spawn point. Also because of
the angle of the ramp it meant blue team had a hard time being able to see the red team
upon the point to fire back. This was highly imbalanced and blue team rarely recovered
once the red team had captured this point.
A possible way of fixing this is moving the spawn point from bottom of the ramp to
possibly the top of the ramps which lead up to the middle capture point. This would give
blues some height advantage once they spawned and would mean both teams would be
able to shoot each other.
With this extra cover would need to be built around the capture point to give any
players trying to capture the point places to avoid fire from enemy players coming from
above. This will also aid in breaking up the line of sight in this area, which was also
commented on in the feedback from players. Most said it was too open for their liking and
it made it difficult for players to move around without taking damage.
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The Unexpected
Figure 5.7 - A Medic and Demoman
hide behind the small block at the
corner of the capture point
During some of the attacks on
blues second capture point some
players began using some geometry
meant solely for decoration as cover
from incoming fire. Figure 5.7 to the
left shows a Medic and Demoman are
using the block in the corner of the
capture point to shield themselves
from the red Heavy in the background
firing towards them.

Players also quickly learnt how to use the gaps in the level to their advantage also.
In Figure 5.8 to the right
a red Pyro is seen using
his flamethrower to push
4 enemy blue players off
of the red teams capture
point above the middle
capture point. This is
why this capture point
was designed like this
but it is a pleasant
surprise to see players
picking up on the tactic
with such little
experience on the map.

Figure 5.8 - A Red Pyro pushes enemy Blue players off of the capture point
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Figure 5.9 - A Blue Sniper sneaks past the Red team to gain a height advantage using the
towers
Further evidence that the design of the level worked is that players discovered ways
to bypass a certain floor on the map to get above an enemy team without being seen.
Figure 5.9 above shows a blue sniper on top of one of the towers at the corner of the map.
Red still owned the capture point below so the sniper is far above where the enemy team
are concentrated, giving him a chance to pick off unsuspecting players below.

Survey Results
Once the test had been conducted the players were asked to fill out a survey to get
their opinions and thoughts on the map. The full results can be seen in the appendix.
The survey showed that players thought the map featured height as a major factor.
They also however felt that the red team, who starts on top of the level, had an advantage
over the blue team. Furthermore some felt that the blue spawn rooms had some problems.
With this feedback in mind some changes were made to the map.
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Map Changes
Using the feedback gained attempts were made to make the map more balanced for
online play. The changes made were:


Moved blue's bottom spawn point to the very bottom of the map, near their last
capture point.

This was done to aid blue in defending their last point. This would also give red
more chance at keeping blue's second point above the bottom capture point as blue will not
be able to get there so fast. Blue would still need to climb the ramp to get to the next
capture point to retake it, but changes were also made to the ramp and surrounding area
above.


Blue's second capture point was redesigned slightly, adding cover and giving
players more room to manoeuvre around the capture point.

The original version of this map had this point rather small with areas were players
could fall down to the bottom point. The changes saw these areas where people could drop
down to the bottom point removed, to stop red from falling straight to the last capture point
once they captured this area.
Cover was added around the capture point to give players places to avoid fire whilst
trying to take the area. This also broke up the line of sight to most areas around the point,
allowing players to move around more freely without always being at risk of being shot.

Figure 5.10 - Changes made to Blue's second capture point and surrounding area
The area surrounding the point was extended to allow players to have extra paths to
move around the capture point, allowing for more varied game play. Extending the areas
meant making the ramps leading down to the bottom capture point shorter, allowing
players to ascend and descend faster.
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Added an extra spawn point for the blue team
The purpose of the extra spawn point was to allow blue to reach the middle area

much sooner than previously possible. Now the red team can reach the centre area in
around 5 seconds and blue can get there in around 8-10 seconds.


Moved blue teams forward spawn from the middle capture point down a level
The aim when moving the blue teams forward spawn was to stop the blue team

from being able to protect the middle point too easily when they had captured it. So in the
interest in game balance it was moved down a level so they had to run to the middle to
defend it, rather the re-spawning there.


Smaller additions included health and ammo placed around the map, bug fixes and
slight changes to the capture area sizes.

Further Testing
With the changes made additional testing needed to be conducted to ensure the
changes balanced the map further.
As with the previous test the teams were balanced as best possible and were
switched around after each round. 3 rounds were played and the results were as follows:
Blue: 2 wins
Red: 1 win
These results appear to show that a slight shift in balance may have occurred from
the changes made to the map. The original map saw the red team win more than the blues,
now the blue team won more than the red. A number of other factors could affect this, such
as the player skill on each team, and the classes used within that team might not have been
the best choices.
Though they do show that it made life more difficult for the red team. This was
evident when the red team had captured blue teams second to last point. The extra cover
that was placed around the point, and the fact that players could move around the area
much more freely, avoiding fire, meant that it was harder to kill the blue team before they
could begin capturing the point.
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Blues Second to Last Capture Point
Figure 5.11 - The Blue Team reclaims their
second capture point
The blue teams second to last
capture point used to be a problem spot in
the previous version of this map. Red
would simply capture this area then drop
straight down to capture the next area
before blue even had a chance to re-spawn.
Now figure 5.11 to the left shows the blue
team about to recapture this area after
having killed the red team which were
around this point.

Further evidence to show the map has been balance
The previous version of this map saw the red team almost capture the middle point
before blue had even got there. Now the blue team can get there just after the red team
have dropped down (and lost health in the process). It was observed in the first game that
the two teams were fighting over the middle capture point for just over 4 minutes before a
team finally captured the point, as seen in figure 5.12 below.

Figure 5.12 - The Blue Team capture the middle point after 4 minutes of fighting
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At the top of Figure 5.12 the time left is visible. The initial time limit was set to 20
minutes, so it took the blue team 4 minutes 3 seconds to capture the point.

Survey Results
Again, once the map had been tested the players were asked to fill out a survey
about their experiences and thoughts on the changes made to the map.
The previous survey showed that nine out of ten people felt that the red team had an
advantage over the blue team. The new survey showed that eight out of twelve people
believed that neither team had an advantage whilst three people thought the red team still
had an advantage and one person thought the blue team now had the advantage. These
results show that the people playing the map feel as though the changes made actually
made a difference to the balance of the game.
The comments are also very much positive with some minor issues needing
addressing. Most players felt the added cover to blues second capture point improved the
game play in the area and all players agreed that the changes to the spawn points aided the
blue team in moving up the map easier, making it fairer overall.
All survey results can be found within the appendices.
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Discussion
This project was slightly aimed at trying to fill a gap which is present within
modern games. The use of height within a game is often neglected or implemented badly
with most levels, especially those which are multiplayer orientated, taking place on a map
which doesn't make much use of height. It was decided that attempting to design a level
which uses height as a major factor would be a great opportunity to further study level
design.
Initially the research was conducted which gave a great insight into the way height
has been used within battle over the centuries. Many tactics and building designs which
were previously unknown were brought to attention aiding in the design of a level which
could use such features. Meetings with Stephen Webley, who advises for the Ministry of
Defense, were particularly helpful since he had extended knowledge on some medieval
warfare and extensive knowledge in modern combat which really helped the research excel
in those areas.
The level creation was undertaken in Valves Hammer Editor which allows for
levels to be created for use within Source Engine games. A "grey box" version of the map
was created as a fully complete map is unnecessary when only the game play and balance
is being test. However, should further time have be spent on the level creation a map which
had cleaner geometry and ways to stop people from getting to areas where they shouldn't
be would have been created to ease the testing process.
Due to the map needing to be tested in a multiplayer environment the community at
www.halflife2.net were contacted. They agreed to allow the level to be tested on their
Team Fortress 2 online multiplayer server. This allowed for members of the community to
take part in the test allowing for more players being able to test the map, along with players
of multiple skill levels.
This meant the results from the testing phase were varied, coming from players
who have played little of Team Fortress 2 to veteran players. The feedback from the test
was very helpful in refining the balance of the level, leading to changes of areas and game
play elements. A second test was conducted and found the changes to be successful with a
much more balanced level being created. Again, the feedback was very helpful and with
further time the level could be improved again to created a much more balanced and fun
game play experience.
Other possibilities leading from the research and testing coming from this project
could be the design of new military defense structures for use within real life situations.
Further research could be carried out into real life weapons, the bullets they fire and other
offensive weapons such as explosives to give a greater understanding of how they work.
This could then be taken and defensive structures could be designed to attempt to counter
these threats.
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Conclusion
Overall the project has been very informative giving a great deal of knowledge to
the way battles have been fought over the centuries. To create a balanced level all aspects
from history had to be considered, with parts being used to defend against "modern"
weapons within Team Fortress 2. Taking this information and migrating it to a virtual
world has been a great learning experience.
As technology grew, so did the distance in which battles began to take place on.
Starting with up close and personal brawling with swords to modern day highly accurate
rifles capable of firing hundreds of bullets a minute. To stand a chance at creating a
balanced level the need to understand how building designs could affect the outcome of a
battle was the primary concern.
The initial version of the level created was believed to be very balanced, but testing
proved it was otherwise imbalanced in some respects. Without the feedback that testing
brings the level would have been left imbalanced. The changes made gave the map great
improvements in game play, enjoyment and balance, the overall feedback saw people
enjoying the level which can be a difficult thing to achieve.
Final thoughts are that the level design has done what it had set out to do, which
was to create a balanced level which used height as a major factor to give a different game
play style which may not be seen often in other maps. Though more changes could
possibly be made to further balance the map, the overall opinion is that the map is balanced
for both teams, fun to play and different to other maps. Major factors that need to be met
for any map to be enjoyed.
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Recommendations
If further research was conducted for this project it would be focused on perhaps
the way nature has crafted certain features into the Earth. For example the way caverns,
caves and canyons look, and if they have any characteristics which could aid in creating a
level based around height.
To take the map created itself to the next level would see more detail added to the
map, such as textures, props and sound effects to make it visually appealing. Further
testing would also be conducted to ensure that the level is truly balanced. Should the map
become complete and finalised it would be released into the community to allow players to
place it on their multiplayer servers and play on the map with their friends and
communities.
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Appendix
This section will include the surveys created during the testing phase along with the results
from the surveys themselves. For the creation of these surveys www.surveymonkey.com was used.

Survey One - Original Map
The initial map test was on the original version of the map created for this project. After
the map was tested in a multiplayer environment the testers were given this survey to fill out:
1) Age
a) 0-13
b) 14-17
c) 8-21
d) 22-25
e) 26+
2) Do you agree that you are taking this test willingly and that you are fit enough to play the map
without any problems? (i.e. epilepsy etc)
a) Yes
b) No
3) Do you feel the map featured enough use of the Z-axis (Height)?
a) Yes
b) No
4) Which team do you feel had an advantage?
a) Red
b) Blue
c) Neither
5) If you chose a team for the above question, why did you feel they had an advantage?
6) Do you feel there was enough cover provided throughout the map? If no, please explain where
you feel there was a lack of cover
7) How do you feel about the spawn points for the Red (Top) team?
a) Too Close
b) Too Far
c) Just Right
8) How do you feel about the Blue (Bottom) spawn room distances
a) Too Close
b) Too Far
c) Just Right
9) Which classes did you play as?
a) Scout
b) Soldier
c) Pyro
d) Demoman
e) Heavy
f) Engineer
g) Medic
h) Sniper
i) Spy
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Results for survey one
Age?

Figure 6.1 - Answers to survey question 1
Do you agree that you are taking this test willingly and that you are fit enough to play the map
without any problems? (i.e. epilepsy etc)

Figure 6.2 - Answers to survey question 2
Do you feel the map featured enough use of the Z-axis (Height)?

Figure 6.3 - Answers to survey question 3
Which team do you feel had an advantage?

Figure 6.4 - Answers to survey question 4
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If you chose a team to the above question, why did you feel they had an advantage?
1. As it stands I'd give the reds a slight edge as they've got the inherent advantage of attacking
from above. That also gives them a little more freedom in terms of approach when attacking. But
for the most part it's pretty fair - the only real issue is the blues initial/lower spawn points aren't
close enough to the centre. Moving those up would even things up and also make the last 2 blue
CPs a lot harder to take (atm it's very easy for the reds to cap those
2. It feels like Red has quite a large advantage in the middle level of the map when the point is
neutral. There are plenty ways to get down to it and Red is always there first as they can just jump
down to it. The tunnels that lead up to it for blue are too narrow and take too long to use to get
there. This is also the only way for the blue team to get to the higher levels. If Blu had an
alternative path to get to one of the higher levels, aka a longer route that leads to level
4(considering the neutral mid point to be 3) then Blu would be able to get some teleporters built or
be able to fight off red from the high ground around that capture point.
So pretty much the major flaw I find with the map is the congestion in the middle level and how
constrained the passage is for the teams.(both teams really, but more so for Blu.
3. I felt that due to the map heavily using the Z axis means that which ever team starts from the
top, had the speed benefit to jump down levels to the objective far faster than the team having to
run up the ramps to each level.
4. Due to the use of the Z-axis, red players could more easily get heavy-duty troops (e.g.
Heavies/demomen) to the middle ground far faster by taking advantage of gravity. While playing
as blue team, the only class that could get to the middle ground fast enough were scouts, and even
then they were mowed down easily by the enemy forces.
5. Well the red team could get to points faster since they could just drop down whereas the blue
team had to run all the way up. Also the red team could see points below them and shoot into them
where as that was not possible as blue team
6. Jump straight down to the point - maybe place some netting / forbidden access for 30seconds to
stop rush-to-point at the start of the game
Red and jump straight down to the bottom to blues spawns / spawn camp from above....... block the
camping points and jump down points to spawn areas
7. Seemed as if the Red Team had the upper advantage with spawning on top.
8.Scouts can drop down and take the point easier when on the red team. Blues have to march up
the stairs
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Do you feel there was enough cover provided throughout the map? If no, please explain where you
feel there was a lack of cover.
1. For the most part it was fine, put the lower two CPs could use some cover. Maybe something
similar to what the reds have got up above (partial walls around CP etc).
2.It's kind of hard to tell. I think the low levels could use more cover for Blu team because if Red
gets to level 2 they have direct view of Blu team's spawning rooms.
There are also a lot of holes in the map and weird places to get hung up on, but being a test map it's
understandable.
Not cover related, but when jumping from the highest levels way down to the low ones(the really
big jumps) there aren't many places to land, if one of the bottom two levels were rotated just a bit
then it would be easier to pick which one to jump down to.
3.The basics to the level were fine, a few barriers to stop falling off the edge in places would be a
benefit, also a few objects to use a cover in the long open halls beneath the 3rd floor would help
spice up gameplay in that area.
4.The only place I felt there was not enough cover for one of the teams was the middle cap point.
The stairs leading up to them have a wall that allows a red-team member to hide behind it while
still capping middle point. Of course it was still open to attack from the other side, but during the
playtest I found reds to build sentries right next to their bunkers, and just sit there from then on.
Perhaps reversing the lower entrances, so reds are at a slight disadvantage with the cover in the
middle section, would allow the blue team a more even fight.
5.2nd to last point for blues, not enoug cover for either team, it was to easy as soldier to kill
defending blues running up the ramp from spawn
6.The only place where I found cover to be lacking was point 4 (counting from top to bottom). The
sight lines were a bit too long and especially wide there for my taste. It might be the same for 5, but
I couldn't say because I spent most of my time around 3 and 4.
7.Cover up the blues and red doors behind a wall so they cant run out and back in.... so that have to
run round to fight
8.Yes.Wed
9.The people below were at time too vulnerable from attacks from above.
10.Pretty sparse in some of the areas, but some areas seemed over covered.
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How do you feel about the spawn points for the Red (Top) team?

Figure 6.5 - Answers to survey question 7
How do you feel about the Blue (Bottom) spawn room distances?

Figure 6.6 - Answers to survey question 8
Which classes did you play as?

Figure 6.7 - Answers to survey question 9
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Survey Two
Once the first test had been done the feedback was looked at and some changes
were made to the original level. This was again tested in a multiplayer environment and the
testers filled out a second survey
The questions were:
1) Do you agree that you are taking this test willingly and that you are fit enough to play the map
without any problems? (i.e. epilepsy etc)
a) Yes
b) No
2) Which team do you feel had an advantage?
a) Red
b) Blue
c) Neither
3) If you chose a team for the above question, why did you feel they had an advantage?
4) Do you feel the extra cover placed on the lower levels was adequate? If no, please explain why
you think this.
5) How do you feel about the spawn points for the Red (Top) team?
a) Too Close
b) Too Far
c) Just Right
6) How do you feel about the Blue (Bottom) spawn room distances
a) Too Close
b) Too Far
c) Just Right
7) Do you feel the changes made to the blue teams spawn room locations improved the overall
map blanace?
8) Which classes did you play as?
a) Scout
b) Soldier
c) Pyro
d) Demoman
e) Heavy
f) Engineer
g) Medic
h) Sniper
i) Spy
9) Any suggestions or comments please fill out the box below.
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Answers to survey two
Do you agree that you are taking this test willingly and that you are fit enough to play the map
without any problems? (i.e. epilepsy etc)

Figure 6.8 - Answer to survey 2 question 1
Which team do you feel had an advantage?

Figure 6.9 - Answer to Survey 2 question 1
If you chose a team to the above question, why did you feel they had an advantage?
1.It feels like Red has a very long way to run to get to 4th once 3rd is capped. That, compounded
with the exposed nature of the 4th point made it seem very difficult for Red. However, although I
played on both sides, I wouldn't feel like I could say for certain that it's unbalanced until I played
the map a lot more. I can imagine that the final and penultimate Red points could be a nightmare
for Blu to cap if red puts up an organised SG defence, which is something neither team really tried
tonight.
Please note my lack of certainty in this answer also applies to Q5.
2.N/A
3.Its much easier to shoot down on your enemies than up and the reds spawn up top
4.Can shoot down on the blues, the blues have the disadvantage from this point, but seemed to have
a better advantage moving upwards this time around.
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Do you feel the extra cover placed on the lower levels was adequate? If no, please explain why you
think this.
1.I did not get sufficient play time on the original version of the map. However if the 'extra cover'
refers to the cover surrounding Blu's 2nd/Red's 4th CP, I feel that it is overexposed. There is a clear
line of sight from each Blu spawn which could be devastating with just one or two skilled snipers.
Having said that, Red's own home CPs are as inaccessible as Blu's are exposed, so a prolonged
period of play could show that the map is balanced in this respect.
2.I didn't play long enough to notice the difference really.
3.Yes
4.It was too easy for snipers to attack the CP from the spawn rooms on the second to lowest level.
5.Yeah I think it helped a lot, and didn't obscure the spawns, giving room for snipers to have a
good play.
6.Yes
7.I think so. Never really had a chance to be down there though.
8.Yes.
9.Yes the lower the levels go the strong the defence became apparent
10.No, needs more cover. Vulnerable from above.
11.Yes, and health helped a lot too!

How do you feel about the spawn points for the Red (Top) team?

Figure 6.10 - Answers for survey 2 question 5
How do you feel about the Blue (Bottom) spawn room distances?

Figure 6.11 - Answers to survey 2 question 6
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Do you feel the changes made to the blue teams spawn room locations improved the overall map
balance?
1.As mentioned, I did not play on the original version for long, but the consensus of opinion for the
players in tonight's group seems to be that the spawn adjustment was an improvement.
2.Yes, particularly for the fight for the middle area at the start.
3.Yes - there's a lot more competition for the central point now that the blue team are closer. From
the initial spawn they can get to the centre only a couple of seconds later than the red team - but it
evens out as the reds take fall damage to get there quicker.
4.blue okay, red bad
5.definitely. There were no times when I was too far away from the action as a blu player, which is
what it was like as a red player before.
6.Yes defiantly
7.Yes the spawn points moved for the blue team add to the balance of the game play
8.not really, seemed to put it off balance a little, but helped with the advantage of moving up the
map

Which classes did you play as?

Figure 6.12 - Answers to survey 2 question 8
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Any suggestions or comments please fill out the box below.
1.It's actually a very fun map to play. Normally I never expect much from user made maps, let
alone WIPs, but this map surprised me since it's a really enjoyable design. The only way that the
lack of textures and props detracts is that it's sometimes difficult for a newer player to find their
way due to the lack of pointer arrows.
Also, with the map size and the slow capping speed I get the impression that it could lead to very
long games on crowded servers. Personally, I much prefer long maps which are harder for slightly
superior teams to steamroll over. The TF2 community at large, however, seems to prefer shorter
maps which amplify minor differences in ability, judging from the declining popularity of the
stalemate-heavy 2Fort and the prevalence of CP maps in which the final CP can be taken in mere
seconds. Adjusting the capping speed could be something to consider if you are hoping to sustain
the community's interest and gain wider rotation, although the capping speed for Blu's final point
would have to stay slower than Red's due to the ease of access. In any case, my own opinion is that
longer games are better and the current cap times are fine.
2.I really enjoy being on the Red team and having the freedom to jump down levels, it's a lot of fun
and can have tactical advantages at times.
However, the middle area is completely sealed off between the stairs that lead down to the middle
area from the 4th level(one from top) to the area to the ramps that lead up from the 2nd(one from
bottom).
I think it would help the flow and fun feeling for Red team if there were jump areas at the bottom
of the stairs going up to level 4. So that when they have capped the middle level Red can take the
ramps down to level 2 or run down the halls to the stairs and make a jump.
I still think it would be nice for Blu to have a ramp or ladder from level 2 to level 4 as well.
3.Stop the reds from taking middle point so easily at start
4.Lock the red middle spawns
5.Good map. Really fun.
6.There was a slight glitch where i could jump down onto the lower platform roofs just on the edge
this allowed me to jump behind the enemies without them knowing.
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Final Gantt Chart

Figure 6.13 - Final Gantt Chart Tasks

Figure 6.14 - Final Gantt Chart Bars with Resources
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